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Abstract. In 2010, Li and Hwang proposed an efficient biometrics-
based remote user authentication scheme using smart card. Recently,
for improving its security and supporting session key agreement, Li et
al. proposed an improvement. In this article, we show that two schemes
are unsafe for a user Ci to reveal an obsolete value of RC to an at-
tacker, who can succeed in either impersonating the user or obtaining
her/his current session key. In addition, these schemes suffer from replay
attacks and DoS attacks, and their biometrics authentication cannot be
used safely once the template fi is leaked. We remedy this situation by
designing an enhanced version of biometrics-based remote user authen-
tication scheme. We discuss its functionality, security and efficiency. We
also provide a comparison of the related schemes in the same category.
Compared to Li and Hwang’s and Li et al.’s, not only does the proposed
scheme enhance the security, but furthermore, our design is more efficient
than theirs.
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1 Introduction

The biometrics authentication system offers several advantages over other secu-
rity methods. Passwords might be divulged or forgotten, and smart cards might
be shared, lost, or stolen. In contrast, personal biometrics, such as fingerprints or
iris scans, have no such drawbacks. It is ideally suited for both high security and
remote authentication applications due to the nonreturnable nature and user
convenience [13].

Remote authentication is a form of e-authentication in which user creden-
tials, as proof of identities, are submitted over a network connection. Remote
authentication poses unique security challenges given its open, uncontrolled and
unsupervised nature. There are two problems in applying personal biometrics
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to remote authentication. One of the most important is obtaining easily some
biometric characteristics, so that the results can never be changed. Another is
the difficulty of checking whether the device is capable of verifying that a person
is alive since the biometric capture devices are remotely located [12]. Because of
such problems, the best approach is to integrate biometrics with passwords and
smart cards to construct a secure three-factor authentication scheme. Several
three-factor authentication schemes have been proposed in the literature [3, 6, 7,
12, 11, 4].

In 2010, based on the one-way hash function, biometrics verification and
smart card, [9] proposed an efficient biometric-based remote user authentication
scheme, in which the computation cost is relatively low compared with other
related schemes. Recently, [10] showed that Li and Hwang’s scheme neither pro-
vides proper authentication nor resists the man-in-the-middle attacks. They then
presented an improved scheme to fix the problem.

In above schemes [9, 10], the user chose a random number RC , and computed
M2 = h(IDi||XS)⊕RC for the output of user login phase. In this article, we show
that h(IDi||Xs) can easily be obtained by an attacker obtaining an obsolete value
of RC . Then, without user’s password and personal biometrics, the attacker can
succeed in either impersonating the user or obtaining the session key. In these
schemes, once the template fi is leaked, the biometrics authentication is facing a
dilemma of how to identify a forgery. In addition, they suffer from replay attacks
and DoS attacks. We remedy this situation by suggesting an enhanced scheme.
We also demonstrate how the enhanced scheme is efficient. Furthermore, the
security of the enhanced scheme will be demonstrated by formal proofs.

The structure of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review
Li and Hwang’s and Li et al’s schemes, and point out the weaknesses of these
schemes. In Section 3, we propose an enhanced biometrics-based remote user
authentication scheme. In Section 4 and 5, security and performance analysis
are given, respectively. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 6.

2 Security analysis for Li-Hwang’s scheme and its
improvement

2.1 Review for Li-Hwang’s scheme

Li-Hwang’s scheme [9] is composed of four phases namely; the registration phase,
the login phase, the authentication phase and password change phase. In their
scheme, there are three participants, the registration center (R), the server (Si)
and the user (Ci), where R is assumed to be a trusted party. R chooses the
master secret key XS and distributes it to Si via a secure channel.

Registration phase When client Ci wants to perform his registration, he re-
quests registration center R with his personal biometrics Bi, password PWi,
and identity IDi. After receiving the request, R computes ri = h(PWi||fi) and
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ei=h(IDi||XS)
⊕

ri, where fi = h(Bi), and XS is the secret information gener-
ated by Si. After personalizing the smart card with parameters (IDi, h(·), fi, ei),
R returns the smart card to Ci.

Login phase When Ci wants to login to the remote server Si, he inserts his
smart card in the terminal and inputs his personal biometrics Bi. If h(Bi) = fi,
the smart card requires Ci to key the PWi. Then, it outputs the message M2,
where M2=M1

⊕
RC , M1=ei

⊕
r′i, r′i=h(PWi||fi), and RC is a random number

generated by the user. Finally, Ci sends the message (IDi,M2) to Si.

Authentication phase Referring to Fig. 1, its authentication process is described
below. After receiving the login request, Si checks the format of IDi, and then
sends M5 = h(IDi||XS) ⊕ RS and M6 = h(M2||(M2 ⊕ h(IDi||XS))) back to
Ci, where RS is a random number chosen by Si. Ci verifies the legality of Si

according to the relation M6=h(M2||RC), and sends back M8 = h(M5||(M5 ⊕
M1)) to Si. If M8 = h(M5||Rs), Ci and Si authenticate each other successfully.

Password changing phase This phase is invoked whenever Ci wants to change
her/his password PWi to a new password PWn

i . First, Ci inserts smart card
into the terminal device, and inputs personal biometrics Bi. After passing the
biometrics verification (i.e., h(Bi)=fi), Ci is required to enter the old password
PWi and a new one PWn

i . By first computing e′i = ei

⊕
h(PWi||fi) and then

setting e′′i = e′i ⊕ h(PWn
i ), the smart card replaces ei with e′′i .

2.2 The improvement of Li-Hwang’s scheme

Li-Hwang’s scheme is very efficient in terms of communication and storage space,
but it suffers from the impersonation attacks and the man-in-the-middle attack
[10]. Based on this weakness, an improvement is discussed in [10]. A secret ran-
dom number y and a master key XS are distributed to Si by R via a secure
channel. The improvement is also composed of four phases, and the password
change phase is the same as that of Li-Hwang’s scheme. We next start with a
brief review of the improvement.

Registration phase By first generating a random number N and then setting
RPWi=h(N ||PWi), client Ci sends his registration information (Bi, RPWi, IDi)
to R. After receiving the request, R personalizes a smart card with parameters
(fi, ei, h(·), y), and returns the smart card to Ci, where fi = h(Bi), ei=h(IDi||XS)

⊕
ri,

and ri = h(RPWi||fi).

Login phase In the login phase, the system authenticates Ci’s personal bio-
metrics Bi by matching the biometric template fi, and generates a request
(IDi,M2,M4,M5) to Si. Here, M2=ei⊕h(RPWi||fi)⊕RC , M4=RPWi⊕h(y||RC),
M5=h(M2||h(y||RC)||M4), RPWi=h(N ||PWi), and RC is a random number
chosen by Ci.
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Authentication phase Referring to Fig. 2, Si authenticates Ci by first computing
M8=h(y||h(M2⊕h(IDi||XS)) and then checking if M5=h(M2||M8||M4). If Ci is
trustworthy, Si sends the response (M10,M11) to Ci, where M10=h(M9||SIDi||y)⊕
M8 ⊕ RS , M11=h(h(IDi||XS)||M9||y||RS), and M9=M4 ⊕ M8. By computing
M12=h(RPWi||SIDi||y)

⊕
M3

⊕
M10 and verifying if M11=h(M1||RPWi||y||M12),

Ci can authenticate Si. Ci and Si finally establish a session key SK when they
authenticate each other successfully.

Password changing phase Whenever Ci wants to replace her/his password PWi

with a new password PWnew
i , this phase is performed. , After inserting smart

card into the terminal device, Ci firstly inputs personal biometrics Bi. Then, Ci

is required to enter the old password PWi and a new one PWn
i if she/he passes

the biometrics verification. Finally, the smart card replaces ei with enew
i , where

enew
i = e′i ⊕ h(RPWnew

i ), e′i = ei

⊕
h(RPWi||fi), RPWnew

i =h(N ||PWnew
i ),

and RPWi=h(N ||PWi).

Ci Si

(IDi, h(·), fi, ei) (Bi, PWi) (XS)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
IDi, M2

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
M5, M6

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
M8

r′=h(PWi||fi), M2=ei ⊕ r′i ⊕RC

M5=h(IDi||XS)⊕RS ,
M6=h(M2||(M2 ⊕ h(IDi||XS)))
M8=h(M5||(M5 ⊕M1))

Fig. 1. The message flow of the authentication phase in [9]

2.3 Security analysis

Li et al.’s scheme are more secure than Li-Hwang’s. Two schemes can be further
improved by examining the following three cases:

(1) The leak of R̃C used in some obsolete request {IDi, M̃2} makes the secret
key ck visible to an attacker.

In Li-Hwang’s scheme, M2=ei⊕r′i⊕RC = h(IDi||XS)⊕RC . It is true for any
request message (RC ,M2) from Ci. For the version employing randomly chosen
number RC , we do not see a way of getting it according to M2 and IDi. Note
that RC may be not ephemeral in Sj . In the nonce-based authentication schemes,
the client’s ephemeral random number is recovered and usually stored in Sj ’s
database. The aim is to check the freshness of random number in the Ci request.
For example, the scheme in [10] stores (IDi,M7) in the Sj ’s database, where
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Ci Si

(fi, ei, h(·), y, N) (IDi, Bi, PWi) (XS , y)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
IDi, M2, M4, M5

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
M10, M11

RPWi=h(N ||PWi), M2=ei ⊕ h(RPWi||fi)⊕RC

M4=RPWi ⊕ h(y||RC), M5=h(M2||h(y||RC)||M4)
M8=h(y||h(M2 ⊕ h(IDi||XS)), M9=M4 ⊕M8

M10=h(M9||SIDi||y)⊕M8 ⊕RS

M11=h(h(IDi||XS)||M9||y||RS)
SK=h(RPWi||h(y||RC)||RS ||SIDi)

Fig. 2. The message flow of the authentication phase in [10]

M7 = RC . This gives an attacker a chance to obtain a copy of RC . Therefore, it
is possible that an attacker, who makes the attack stealthy in terms of not getting
noticed by server Sj , will obtain the random R̃C used in some obsolete request
{IDi, M̃2}. If such a R̃C is acquired, the attacker can compute ck = R̃C ⊕ M̃2.
Once the ck is found, the attacker can clearly succeed in impersonating either
party without Ci’s password PWi and personal biometrics Bi.

Notice first that an attacker in [10], can also get the common secret key
ck as above. Next, in order to impersonate the parties, she/he need to be able
to get hold of another key y. According to the operational approach at the
registration phase, it is known to the attackers that (fi, ei, h(·), y) are stored in
Ci’s smart card by R. Since y is present in plaintext, a copy of y can be done
from Ci’s smart card in a background to avoid user attention, more stealthy
techniques are also possible. Knowledge of the y and ck can help the attacker
find the session key SK = h(PRWi||h(y||RC)||RS ||SIDi). Concretely, from the
request message (IDi,M2,M3,M4), the attacker can obtain RC = ck⊕M2 and
RPWi = M4⊕h(y||RC). In addition, RS = h(PRWi||SIDi||y)⊕h(y||RC)⊕M10,
and it can be computed by the response (M10,M11) from Si.

(2) Replay attacks
Si in [9], only checks the format of the user’s identity IDi, and does not verify

the validity of login message M2. This could lead to some attacks against the
server Si, like denial-of-services (DoS), replay attacks, and man-in-the-middle
attacks.

Let (IDi,M
(l)
2 ,M

(l)
4 ,M

(l)
5 ) be Ci’s login messages which passed the test of the

authentication phase in [10], where l = 1, 2, · · · , τ . After receiving (IDi,M
(τ+1)
2 ,M

(τ+1)
4 ,M

(τ+1)
5 )

from Ci, Si computes M
(τ+1)
7 = h(IDi||SX)⊕M2 and M

(τ+1)
8 . Then, he verifies

if M
(τ+1)
5 =h(M (τ+1)

2 ||M (τ+1)
8 ||M (τ+1)

4 ), at the same time, checks if M
(τ+1)
7 is

equal to M
(τ)
7 in the database. If both are true, Si deletes (IDi, M

(τ)
7 ) and stores

(IDi,M
(τ+1)
7 ) to protect against a replay attack. We note that M

(τ+1)
7 =R

(τ+1)
C ,

and R
(τ+1)
C is a one-time random number. One potential issue here is that
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an attacker may replay the outdated login messages, (IDi,M
(l)
2 , M

(l)
4 ,M

(l)
5 ),

l = 1, 2, · · · , τ .
The server Sj cannot authenticate an outdated request immediately after

receiving it. This means that Sj has to generate its response before properly
authenticating it. As a result, an attacker can force Sj to process a large number
of outdated requests to eventually exhaust its resource. There is no way to
prevent such an attacker from launching DoS attack to Sj .

(3)Insecure protection for personal biometrics Bi.
In [9] and [10], the biometric information, Bi, is acquired at the time of

initial registration. The feature termed a template fi is extracted and stored in
the smart card, where fi = h(Bi). Bi remains unchanged through Ci’s life and
cannot be changed easily in contrast to the password and the encrypted key.
Accordingly, in case the template fi is leaked, their schemes arises a problem
that the biometrics authentication cannot distinguish between genuine and fake
template fi.

3 The proposed scheme

In this section, we propose a secure and efficient biometrics-based user authen-
tication scheme for remote access. The registration center (R) is presented as a
trusted third party which is invoked only in the registration phase. An authen-
tication system can be described formally with the help of the message space
M, the master key spaces X , the identity set ID, a family H of hash function
from {0, 1}∗ to {0, 1}l, and a related family MAC of message authentication
code from {0, 1}κ × {0, 1}∗ to {0, 1}l.

We denote the enrolled biometric template as fi, and the input biometric
data after image processing at login phase as f∗i . To measure the similarity, we
definite a normalized distance between two strings as ρ(fi, f

∗
i )=1 − dH(fi,f

∗
i )

N ,
where dH is a Hamming distance comparison between two binary strings, and
N is the length of binary string. A larger value of ρ=ρ(fi, f

∗
i ) means that the

two strings are more similar. It is noted that ρ is between 0 and 1. The distance
for perfect matching is one.

The biometrics-based remote user authentication scheme consists of five phases:
1) initialization; 2) user registration; 3) user login; 4) remote authentication, and
5) password and template update. Detailed steps of these phases of the proposed
scheme are described as follows.

3.1 Initialization phase

The proposed initialization phase contains two steps: 1) system setup and 2)
server enrollment. System setup is implemented once by the R to setup the
overall enrollment system. Let ρ be a matching algorithm for user’s biometrics.
In this step, given the security parameter κ, the R determines a hash function
h(·) ∈ H and a message authentication code MAC(·)(·) ∈MAC, and publicizes
them. In the server enrollment step, a legal server Sj is provided a master secret
key XS ∈ X by R, where XS is shared between R and the server Sj .
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3.2 User registration phase

A user Ci with identifier IDi should first carry out this phase once before she/he
can use any of the services provided by the server Sj . Users may use their medium
access control or network layer address as an identity when contacting R for the
authorization for their demands. In this phase, Ci needs to perform the following
steps.
Step (1): Firstly, user Ci inputs his/her personal biometrics, Bi, on the specific
device, and provides the password, PWi, identity of the user, IDi, to R via a
secure channel.
Step (2): Next, R reads its current timestamp TR, and computes fi=h(Bi ⊕
h(PWi||TR)), ri=h(Bi||PWi||fi) and ei=h(IDi||XS)⊕ ri.
Step (3): Lastly, R stores (IDi, h(·), ρ(·),MAC(·)(·), fi, ei, TR) on the Ci’s smart
card and sends it to Ci via a secure channel.

3.3 User login phase

Whenever Ci wants to login a server Sj with identifier SIDj , she/he must perform
the following steps:
Step (1): After inserting her/his smart card into the card reader, Ci inputs the
PWi and personal biometrics, Bi, on the specific device. Then, the smart card
computes f∗i =h(Bi ⊕ h(PWi||TR)).
Step (2): The smart card checks if the matching score ρ(fi, f

∗
i ) is not beyond

a predefined threshold value. If true, Ci passes the biometric verification, and
performs the following steps.
Step (3): Ci inputs IDi. Then, the smart card computes the following messages:

ri = h(Bi||PWi||fi)
ck = ei ⊕ ri

tk = h(ck||tC)
MC = tk ⊕RC

AC = MACck(RC ||tC ||SIDj)

where tC is the Ci’s current timestamp, RC is a random number generated
by the user, and || is a concatenation operation for two bit strings. Here, user
Ci and server Sj need not have synchronized clocks, and tC is treated as the
nonce generated by Ci. The message authentication code AC is introduced to
authenticate the legitimacy of Ci.
Step (4): Finally, Ci sends the message (IDi, tC ,MC , AC) to the remote server
Sj , and stores (RC , tC).

3.4 Remote authentication phase

A user performs the remote authentication phase based on the login message for
authentication as long as it visits the server. Without the clock synchronization
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Fig. 3. The mutual authentication between Ci and Sj in the proposed scheme.

assumption, Ci and Sj perform the following steps to achieve mutual authenti-
cation and to establish a session key.
Step (1): After receiving the login message (IDi, tC ,MC , AC), Sj checks whether
the format of IDi is valid or not. If true, Sj retrieves RC=MC⊕tk by computing
ck=h(IDi||XS) and setting tk=h(ck||tC), and then authenticates Ci by using
the attached message authentication code AC .
Step (2): If AC 6=MACck(RC ||tC ||SIDj), Sj rejects the login request and termi-
nates the session; otherwise, Sj stores (IDi, tC) in the database. When receiv-
ing Ci’s next request login message (IDi, t̄C , M̄C , ĀC), Sj compares t̄C with the
stored tC . if t̄C ≤ tC , Sj reject it since it is a replay message. If (IDi, t̄C , M̄C , ĀC)
is valid, Sj deletes tC and stores t̄C . This mechanism can resist the replay at-
tacks and man-in-the-middle attacks.
Step (3): Sj chooses a random number RS , and then generates the session key
sk=h(tk||RC ||RS) and message (MS , AS), where tk=h(ck||tC), RC=tk ⊕ M2,
MS=tk ⊕RS , and AS= MACsk(tC ||RC ||RS ||IDj ||IDi).
Step (4): Sj sends the response message (MS , AS) to Ci.
Step (5): After receiving Sj ’s response message at time t′C , Ci first checks if
t′C − tC is beyond a predefined delay. If true, Ci rejects the response message,
and terminates the session.
Step (6): Ci restores RS=tk ⊕ MS according to tk in the user login phase.
Then, Ci computes the session key sk=h(tk||RC ||RS), and checks if AS =
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MACsk(tC ||RC ||RS ||IDj ||IDi). If they are equal, then Ci authenticates Sj and
believes the share session key sk.

The message flow of the remote authentication phase is described in Fig. 3.

3.5 password and template update phase

Ci updates her/his password PWi and template fi in two steps. First, Ci inserts
the smart card, and inputs his/her old password PWi and personal biometrics,
Bi, on the specific device. The biometrics verification is performed by checking
the matching score ρ(fi, f

∗
i ), where f∗i =h(Bi⊕h(PWi||TR)). In the second step,

Ci who passes the biometrics verification, inputs a new password PW ∗
i . Then,

the smart card computes ri=h(Bi||PWi||fi)), r∗i =h(Bi||PW ∗
i ||f∗i )), and e∗i =ei⊕

ri⊕r∗i . Finally, e∗i and f∗i are stored in the smart card while ei and fi are deleted.

4 Performance analysis

Performance is a key factor for popularizing the services in network communica-
tion systems. Especially, almost all of the remote users pay much attention to the
performance issue due to the limited computation capabilities of their devices.
Among the biometrics-based remote user authentication schemes proposed in
the literatures [7–10, 4], [9] is one of efficient ones.

We adopt SHA-256, which has a 256-bit output, to implement the one-way
hash function. We also implement the random-number generator and the mes-
sage authentication code function by SHA-256 in the scheme. In general, the
length of the identity of every remote user is usually less than 128 bits. Thus,
we let the length of the user’s identity be 128 bits. Besides, the length of every
random number produced by the random-number generator is 256 bits and the
length of every timestamp is about 60 bits. In the following, the comparisons of
our scheme and other related schemes are summarized in Table 1. From Table
1, the proposed scheme is designed that guarantees not only resilient against
man-in-the-middle attacks and DoS attacks at low communication costs, but
also the secure protection for common secret key and personal biometrics with
a few hashing function computations. This feature makes the proposed scheme
practical.

The proposed scheme provides the following security guarantees.
Secure protection for ck and Bi: During the login phase, Ci first uses

the timestamp tC to generate a one-time temporary key tk with tk = h(ck||tC).
Next, RC is selected at random, and MC is determined using MC = tk ⊕ RC .
An attacker has many more ways of obtaining tk. However, it is difficult for him
to get ck from tk and tC since h(·) is a one-way function.

During user registration phase, personal biometrics Bi is transformed into
a template fi with its current password PWi. Here, fi=h(Bi ⊕ h(PWi||TR)).
According to the above method, the server cannot know the original biometrics
Bi even during authentication, and the privacy of individual can be protected.
Further, even if the template fi is leaked, the security of the scheme can be
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Table 1. Comparison with other related schemes

Li-Hwang Li et al
(2010b) (2011) Ours

Computational cost in registration phase 3h 4h 4h
Computational cost in user login phase 2h 4h 4h + ρ
Computational cost in user authentication 5h 6h 5h
Communication cost in user login phase 384bits 896bits 696bits
Communication cost in user authentication 512 512 512
Change template freely No No Yes
Common secret key protection No No Yes
Resilient for replay attacks and DoS attacks No No Yes
Resilient for man-in-the-middle attacks No Yes Yes
Session key agreement No Yes Yes

guaranteed by changing the password PWi, preparing a template again and
registering it.

Mutual authentication: Let Ci
sk←→Sj denote that Ci and Sj share the com-

mon session key sk. To demonstrate that the proposed scheme satisfies mutual
authentication, we need to argue that Ci believes that Sj believes Ci

sk←→Sj , and
that Sj believes that Ci believes Ci

sk←→Sj for the transaction [2, 5].
Consider Fig.3. Ci receives (MS , AS) as a response after sending (IDi, tC ,

MC , AC) to the server Sj . By recovering RS from MS and tk=h((ei⊕ri)||tC), Ci

can get the session key sk=h(tk||RC ||RS), and check whether MACsk(tC ||RC

||RS ||IDj ||IDi) matches the received value AS . If true, Ci believe Ci
sk←→Sj . Since

ri = h(Bi||PWi||fi) is computed by Ci in the user login phase, and the nonce tC
is picked by the user himself, Ci believes that tk is fresh and can only be recovered
by Sj using the common secret key h(IDi||XS). Thus, Ci believes that Sj believes
that Ci

sk←→Sj due to the fact that only Sj has the knowledge of XS to compute tk
and sk from IDi and tC . and validate that AC matches MACck(RC ||tC ||SIDj).
If true, Sj will compute the session key sk =h(h(ck||tC)||RC ||RS), and believe
that Ci

sk←→Sj . Since Sj himself decides the random number RS , he believes that
RS is fresh. On the receipt of MC from Ci, Sj is sure via the aforementioned
verification that RC and tC are correct, and then believes that Ci believes that
Ci

sk←→Sj .
The man-in-the-middle attacks: In the man-in-the-middle attacks, an

attacker can impersonate a Sj and fool the previous requester Ci to connect
to the attacker, instead of to the Sj . The attacker can then capture the Ci’s
session key. In the proposed scheme, session security is provided through the use
of one-time temporary key tk and message-authentication-code. In the case that
the identity of each party in the scheme is authenticated, the scheme is secure
against man-in-the-middle attacks.

In the proposed scheme, the authenticity of each login output is confirmed
in time. Sj verifies the message-authentication-code AC=MACck(RC ||tC ||SIDj)
to guarantees the authenticity for the login output received from a registered
Ci, where ck=h(IDi||XS), RC=MC ⊕ tk and tk=h(ck||tC). If the check of Ci’s
identity fails, then an attacker could redirect that login output at step (1), say to
S′j , before the Sj receives it, with the subsequent result that Ci would unknow-
ingly communicate with S′j instead of Sj . Following the tk and RS at step (6) in
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the remote authentication phase, Ci checks AS=MACsk(tC ||RC ||RS ||IDj ||IDi)
to verify that the message really is a reply by Sj to the current temporary key
tk = h(ck||tC). If the check of Sj ’s identity fails, the message at step (4) are
redirected to another server, say to S′′j , after the Sj sends it. As a result, Ci

communicates with S′′j , rather than the intended Sj .
Replay attacks and DoS attacks: In DoS attacks, the attackers may flood

a large number of illegal access request messages to the server Sj . Their aim is to
consume its critical resources. By exhausting these critical resources, the attacker
can prevent the server from serving legitimate users. In the proposed scheme,
for every access request (IDi, tC ,MC , SC) from all users that have registered in
the R, Sj can check the validity of the login message in time, and it only needs
to perform two hash operations. Furthermore, we make use of the timestamp tC
to prevent replay attacks. Thus, our solution does not suffer from this attacks.

Secure session key establishment: As we have previously analyzed, tk
is a one-time secret between Ci and Sj . In the proposed scheme, the session
key sk is computed as the hash value sk = h(tk||RC ||RS), where RC and
RS are two random numbers. Thus, the session key sk = h(tk||RC ||RS) can
be shared only by Ci and the Sj . Ci confirms the validity of sk by check-
ing if AS=MACsk(tC ||RC ||RS ||IDj ||IDi), and the Sj confirms by sending back
(MS , AS). The only way for an attacker to obtain the session key is through the
offline guessing attack. The attacker reconstructs MACsk′(tC ||R′C ||R′S ||IDj ||IDi)
and compares it with the Sj ’s reply AS . If a 2-bytes user identifier and a 160-bits
session key are employed, it takes at least 2.29× 2120 years for an attacker, who
can compute one billion hash operations in one second, to break the session key
[14].

Password guessing attacks: Two assumptions are made about a password-
based authentication protocol. One, that all sensitive information in Ci’s smart
card can be successfully extracted by the attacker. The second assumption is
that the public key cryptosystem technology cannot be utilized to eliminate the
correlation of transmitted protocol messages in a normal session. Just as the
analysis in [15][page, 2558], the password guessing attacks becomes an inherent
limitation of password based authentication protocol under the above assump-
tions. The best solution way is to reduce the success probability of password
guessing attacks.

Li-Hwang’s scheme and its improvement suffer from this attacks. For client
Ci in Li-Hwang’s scheme [9], an attacker A eavesdrops Ci’s login request message
(IDi,M2) and the corresponding response (M5,M6) from Si. Then, by extracting
fi and ei in Ci’s smart card, A computes r∗i =h(PW ∗

i ||fi), where PW ∗
i is a

guessed password. A verifies whether M6=h(M2||(M2

⊕
ei

⊕
r∗i )). If true, A

can obtain a password PW ∗
i of legal client Ci. Likewise, for legal client Ci in

Li et al.’s scheme [10], A can also guess Ci’s password PW ∗
i by computing

RPW ∗
i =h(N ||PW ∗

i ) and r∗i =h(RPW ∗
i ||fi), setting M8=h(y||h(M2

⊕
ei

⊕
r∗i ))

and then checking whether M5=h(M2||M8||M4).
Our design is more secure against the password guessing attacks than Li-

Hwang’s and Li et al.’s. In our setting, it is difficult for an attacker to derive
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the client personal biometrics Bi through fi, due to the protection of the secure
one-way hash function. To resist against password guessing attacks, we simul-
taneously utilize two well-concealed secret values, i.e. Ci’s personal biometrics
and password, to protect the value ri=h(Bi||PWi||fi). Bi is hidden from the
attacker, and so the attacker succeeds with probability at most half.

5 Conclusions

We have proposed a secure and efficient biometrics-based remote user authentica-
tion. The proposed scheme can effectively withstand the replay attack,the imper-
sonating attack, and the man-in-the-middle attacks. Compared to the schemes
in [9] and [10], not only does the proposed scheme enhance the security, but
furthermore, this result reduces the communication and computation costs.
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